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About This Game

Birthseederia is a narrative survival game combined exploration, resource management, rogue-like,
in a post-apocalyptic futuristic world , deserved with scenario for multiple ending.

For survive in the world of birthseederia, you will travel to ruin and remnants vestige through a desert of radiation where the
slightest mistake can be fatal for you.

Each exploration will be the act of hostile or friendly encounters with strange creatures or survivors, looking for food and
resources.

Help or kill the survivors, choose your way to survive.

Discover the history of this ravaged world, your own past and forge your future where every action will affect your destiny.

Events Scripted Multiple Choices.

More Than 22 Different Endings.

Possibility to Craft your equipments and weapons that enriched with each of yours playthrough.
Manual or automatic combat system.

system of Karma and affiliation with the 4 factions in the game.
Manage your health, fatigue, hunger, radiation and other diseases.
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a lot of bonues to find.

What Is the Price Of Survive?
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Title: Birthseederia
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Onefurinthebox
Publisher:
Onefurinthebox
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: Dual Core 2Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with dedicated memory

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French
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It has some good ideas, but sadly, is just a good budget game, buy it on a sale, and you wont regret it. I got the DLC and the first
thing I did was to try the new civs, of course.
But lemme just say one thing, Conscription plus Royal heirs research = 50% of aegis cheat for the shotel warriors
after that, just build 3 castle close together and put the rally point down and just spam 'A' for like a 2 minutes. when the map
works its good map to drive round but you get the feeling they rushed it cause don't look as real and as good as gladbeg map or
berlin this one is a pain in the put and all over place its tuck me few weeks to get it to work on mine best way drive bus round
out of service seems to work for few times then try in service but dose need upgrade init and finishing apart from that it's on
rate out of 10 id give it 5.9. It's a cute little game.
It wont take you too long.
it has interesting management aspects.. Awesome asymmetric game to play with the kids. I have my ps4 controllers connected to
the pc via blutooth and i can hear their giggles as i try to track them down. Its amazing how quickly even a 6 year old can learn
to immitate the AI characters walking around and I love when they shriek in terror when I pick them up and throw them into the
grinder. This game can also be a lot of fun at a party because you can have up to 4 player split screen on the monitor/television
against the VR player. Be advised I did experience a weird bug when playing with 3 players vs the VR where when one player
died a second player's screen would shift to a dark version of another players screen leaving them unable to play.

10/10 great fun

Also, some more levels would be great, the game is a bit dark and hard for the pancake players to navigate.. Best Game Ever.
Loved the action in this game and really cool graphics - cute but firey. A real darker underside to what, on the surface, looks
like a really cutesy game.

Pros:
Its got great graphics
The AI is really sweet
Love the earthquake and volcano effects - we need more of those
Great price for such a beautiful game
Seem to be really engaging with the community
Great for the young ones in the family as well as us older players

Cons:
Not enough content, but i did read they are working on more content, lets see what the future brings...
Need the camera movement fixing
What is that Score Counter thing doing in the middle of the screen? That needs to be somewhere i can't see it please...
So addictive i think i am going to miss lunch and dinner...off to carry on playing before work starts :)
Oh - and that old guy's voice....really?

Tips:
I found that you need to re-organize your groups so that in the beginning you have loads of wood cutters and iron miners, but
towards the end you don't need so many and you need more soldiers. Given you are limited by total Furlings, i had to kill off
some Miners in the end! Painful....but necessary ... in God We Trust.. One rod will be too strong for catfish so you will get
reduced exp. The other rod is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 When you reel in a message says you pulled too soon
(when you pull even if you set reeling to the lowest the bober will fly in the sky).. Good game tho, but how to enable the songs
name on the song selection screen. I am truly lost for words when it comes to describing Flower apart from saying that this is
without doubt one of the best experiences I have ever had in my 35 years playing video games, would I definitely have to
recommend this game as a must buy.
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It's a decent conclusion to a trilogy of well written commercially orientated visual novels about the ethics of corporate business,
investments and wider society. There are some well written and developed characters here in a very unique engrossing world
that is held back with far too much commercial jargon for the casual reader.

As a stand alone product it's too difficult to follow to recommend. I'm only finishing it because I was here since the start. Read
the first one if you are planning on buying them first then consider this and part two.

The HD port isn't great either. It's not bad, put the publisher left these products pretty bare bones. Music is nice. It's a very
different story with an emotional undercurrent flowing through it with stakes that do somewhat reach a conclusion at the end,
but for the time and cost involved you can get better value out of a multiple playthrough VN.. I personally think that this is the
new step to a new age. This game isn't only fun for beating records or just passing time, it truly embraces the essence of what
horror should be. This addition to the Lawnmower series truly outplays the rest with the fact that it finally brings something
more to the game than just cutting grass + its 3 maps. I don't personnaly like horror games with dumb unnecessary jumpscares,
which makes this game perfect for me and many others alike. I am very happy with my purchase of this absolutely magnificent
game and truly from my heart think that this is super underrated. I hope that Tero L. and Jacob C. truly don't give up on their
dreams of being a game developer. I would rate this game 93\/100 since there still are some bugs and invisible walls and basic
stuff that litterally every videogame in history has but if its fixed i would raise it up to a 95-100 range, my personal wishlist for
this game is difficulty modes, character and vehicle customization and a good luck to everyone who has worked on the
Lawnmower franchise. its currently 27\/03\/2019 and my score is 6000. (very good videogame for everyone above like 13
because theres alot of violence) lots of love and luck to the devs, Thank you.. + simple nice graphics
+ lots of characters

- Setting: Music\/Sound - on\/off
- no play again button
- music
- low FOV
. fantastic piece of software. It's really fun! For the price i didn't expect much but it really is a enjoyable experience! The
graphics are fine, and the gameplay is (mostly) superb! The controls can be very irritating at times, but over time, you will get
used to it! for 0.51 its a steal!. Great music, mostly great characters and a great story. The romance options kind of suck with the
available partners being pretty meh.

Solving the mystery isn't a lot of fun, if I'm honest. Cinders was better in this regard by providing information that allowed the
player to make rational deductions and choices. Here, while everything that happens certainly makes sense in retrospect, it
mostly feels like an oldschool CYOA, where the results of your choices seem largely random. I tend to rate choice systems in
VNs by how much I feel like I need to save-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 at every decision point. In that regard, I'd say
that Solstice is definitely better than average, but well, as I said, it's no Cinders.

Still, overall, the story is enthralliing, and I had a good time with it. Definitely worth picking up while it's on sale.. Lets just get
this out of the way first. This is not a rouge like. It is a rouge light or rouge like like, depending on what you prefer to call that
genre.

The progression system in the game is generally speaking good but it does have a major problem. The resources needed to
upgrade the structures in town are initially only given out by the keep once you have successfully completed an encounter so
you’d presume that it would be a good idea to upgrade the keep as soon as possible to get more resources after each encounter.
The problem here is that the keeps first upgrade cost more then any other buildings last upgrade. This means that by the time
you can afford to upgrade the keep you can afford to upgrade some other building that is more likely to enhance your chances
of survival. Basically there is no reason to upgrade the keep unless you have nothing left to upgrade at that time and this only
occurs if you have maxed out all other structures or the remaining upgrades are locked behind an encounter limit, which only
the experience vault has at this time. I would suggest that the keeps upgrade cost be reduced or a different structure with a lower
upgrade cost handle rewarding resources.

Looking at the different kinds of encounters I’d say that the hostile, defense, and friendly encounters make sense but the gamble
encounter seems pointless as it is. As far as I can tell there are now benefits to doing a gamble encounter over any other that is
available at the encounter level your on. The only reason to choose to do a gamble encounter is either you have no other option
or you are hoping to avoid one of the other encounter options. Honestly the gamble encounter should either be removed or it
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should provide some kind of enhanced reward for completion, maybe you could pay renowned, money, or resources to up the
difficulty and if you win get back what you paid plus some amount based on difficulty.

The weakest point of the game, the combat. If this where a mobile game I’d say the combat is good, but its not and it isn’t.
Almost the entire game can be played with only five buttons and three of those you only use to open up menus and that’s a
problem when you’ve made a game like this on PC. Having the abilities and items tied to the number keys isn’t a problem, in-
fact that’s exactly how it should be. The problem comes in how you control your characters movements and attacks. Both these
actions are controlled by the left click of the mouse. Attacks occur automatically as soon as the target you clicked on is in range,
so the flow of combat is simply click on target wait until its dead repeat and maybe use and ability or item if you have to. This
makes the core game play loop very dull and disengaging. The only times it becomes a bit more involved is when you have to
kite an enemy, usually as the shaman, and even then it is just attack until the enemy gets to close then run away making it two
clicks instead of one.

The combat in this game needs to be reworked. Either give the player more control over the character they are using, have them
control more then one in an encounter, or make the levels more like dungeons with rooms and halls so that the player has
something to explore and move around in. As it stands now the combat just kills this game. It is not terrible but it is far from
great.. Summary: If you really like the slice of life style, down to the point of experiencing the genuine minutia of
tedium, this game is for you.

Well, this is one of the few games I've asked for a refund on.

The hype sounded good, and "longest visual novel" had a nice ring to it. Combine with excited fans and a sale and I
was willing to give it a shot.

I was SO BORED. It was 2 HOURS before I got to make a single desision.

Meetings about what to do with the newspaper club. Rehashing repeatedly things about text messages.

It seems like this game is a VERY slow burn. It might be worth the wait, but I just wasn't engaged with the characters
or story at all.

Upsides: Nice art and a decent interface.. I've always wanted to make my own game and learn coding and all that
though always put it off. So reading Penny's story has made me emotional and I ran to buy the game. Could really use
the brush up on my math skills too. Thank you for the game! Keep coding and learning. I look forward to what comes
next.. La Peri is a wonderful experience, beautiful in every way. It works great with the Windows Mixed Reality
hardware and allows you to fully enjoy the room scale feature. I am so happy I picked this one up.

New content update is live!:
Dear fans,

we’d like to thank you for supporting us in 2016 and wish you all the best for 2017! Your support is a big pleasure and
a huge motivation for us. Stay with us next year, as there’s so much to look forward to!
We’ve finished the development masive update which introduces a lot of new features and improvements for the game
you all have been waiting.

Side tasks!
The biggest new feature in the update are the side tasks, available from the mission map. Hunt enemies, search for
information and collect special parts to gain various rewards including special unique bonuses like discounts, damage
bonuses or just really good equipment.
Weapon training! By solving progressively harder challenges with your weapons you can gain weapon training ranks
that gives you special boosts to damage, accuracy and other weapon stats for all the weapons from the training
category. Weapon training ranks are available for pistols, melee weapons, paralyzer, explosives, assault rifles,
shotguns, sniper rifles, bows and heavy weapons.
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New weapons!
The shop now offers new weapons - baseball bats for throwing enemies around, mighty hammers to smash them to
pieces, also some swords and axes.
If you prefer to shoot your way through: a new shotgun and a sniper rifle are waiting for you.

Ultimate weapons!
Have you reached level 20 and you think there's nothing more to do? After you gain enough ranks of the weapon
training, you can start the quest line for the ultimate weapon to get the best possible weapon for your favorite category
(and you will need it for the new difficulty level)! It will take along time, but the results will be worth it!
• BOOSTIG - the boosted STIG for the gunslingers who like the feel of the classics, but demand modern power!
• FORCESWORD - force field enhanced sword - chopping enemies to pieces was never so easy before!
• DEVIOUS DEVIANT - high rate of fire, huge magazine, very low recoil... you never need to pray when you spray
with this gun!
• NUKED VENOM - do you like tearing enemies to pieces with your shotgun? The nuclear blasts from this shotgun
can do that - and with style!
• TURBO SYNERGY - this sniper rifle shoots fast and hard. So hard that the penetrators can often kill two or more
enemies in a row!
• EPIRUS ROCKETEER - arrows from this specialy designed bow can drill through several zombies at once.
• HEPLANNON - the heavy plasma cannon can burn even the biggest hordes or mightiest enemies to ash in a matter of
seconds!
• IMPLODER - the implosion grenade sucks nearby enemies and compresses them to a bloody mush.

New equipment!
There are now some more armor suits and implants - including an epic CYWORG implant set that will give you several
special abilities!

After you'll upgrade your base, you can order a custom made suit, just for you - and fill it with special upgrades!

And there are also some other minor improvements and fixes including:
• Surround sound type can be now changed in the options (for cases where the game wrongly detects your hw)
• Film grain effect can be now disabled in options
• Rescaled leveling and story mission level requirements, allowing for faster play through the story
• Fixed some secret orbs (also set them to be visible even from far away) and missing credits in the

BadFly dev.team
. The 1.2 patch will release on September 19th! Expanded Battle Character Sheet, Crits on camp actions, and more!:
Hello survivors, time to talk about the 1.2 Patch!

We’re getting there! Next week we will be releasing our first DLC after some hard working months under hot
temperatures… We nearly finished the development naked. And believe me, it was not a beautiful sight.

We’re really excited to push new content live, and playtest the game again after all these changes. Since release, we have
come a long way! Features that were a bit rough are now really working well, most notably the speeding features and
the little resource track bar. The new distribution mode for water and food during night are also very welcomed for
long runs.

We’ll talk about the content of the DLC in details in another post, right now I’ll explain to you the last new features
included in the free 1.2 patch, that will be releasing at the same time of the DLC.
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Expanded Battle Character Sheet. I would love to hear from you / Donation Update:
Hello everybody

The Endless Empty has been out for a month and I just want to express my gratitude to everyone who has played, sent
me fanart, sent me comments or has streamed the game. At this time I am currently practicing my skills in an attempt
to become a better programmer, game designer, writer and artist. You can help me out. I would love to hear from you!
Whether it be a review here on stream, or contacting me on facebook[www.facebook.com] or twitter, your comments are
greatly appreciated. I will be taking any critiques to heart as I continue to improve The Endless Empty, and while I
work on future projects.

I also wanted to update everyone on the donations from game sales. All funds I receive from the Endless Empty here on
steam and itch.io will be donated to the Trevor Project. I do have to wait a month for Steam's payouts, but thanks to
you The Endless Empty has now raised over $300 for charity. You are awesome.

. Xtreme League will be available soon!:
Do you love mountain and the snowboard? In short time you receive an opportunity to never part with them! In Xtreme
League you can race against the clock mode and enjoy a variety of skins for your board!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist!
Winter Sports Team.. What's Rogue-lite about Erannorth Reborn anyway?:
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Roguelike, Roguelite & everything in between: Whether you love or hate these subgenres of RPG, there are probably
elements in them that you can tolerate, love, hate or leave you completely indifferent.

To be on the same page, let's first see the definition of what a Roguelike is from the all knowing wikipedia: Roguelike is
a subgenre of role-playing video game characterized by a dungeon crawl through procedurally generated levels, turn-based
gameplay, tile-based graphics, and permanent death of the player character. Most roguelikes are based on a high fantasy
narrative, reflecting their influence from tabletop role playing games such as Dungeons & Dragons.

Games that share some of these features, but not all  are widely categorized as Roguelike-like or Roguelite.

For the hardcore fans of the Berlin interpretation, and the curious as to which Roguelike elements are present in
Erannorth Reborn let's go through the list. I''ll be quoting parts of this wikipedia article[en.wikipedia.org] where
necessary.

The game uses random dungeon generation to increase replayability.

Check. Despite you adventure in open plains, hills, valleys, mountain passages etc, a dungeon-like structure is used to
populate those areas with enemies, loot, campsites etc.

The game uses permadeath.

Check. Once a character dies, the player must begin a new game, known as a "run", which will regenerate the game's levels
anew due to procedural generation. A "save game" feature will only provide suspension of gameplay and not a limitlessly
recoverable state; the stored session is deleted upon resumption or character death. Players can circumvent this by backing up
stored game data ("save scumming"), an act that is usually considered cheating.

The game is turn-based.

Check. Giving the player as much time as needed to make a decision. Gameplay is usually step-based, where player actions
are performed serially and take a variable measure of in-game time to complete. Game processes (e.g., monster movement
and interaction, progressive effects such as poisoning or starvation) advance based on the passage of time dictated by these
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actions.

The game is non-modal, in that every action should be available to the player regardless where they are in the game.

I don't even understand what this means. Moving on...

The game has a degree of complexity due to the number of different game systems in place that allow the player to
complete certain goals in multiple ways, creating emergent gameplay.

Check. You can kill your enemies in a multitude of ways, and achieve your goal of reaching the end of the stage using a
wide variety of tactics.

The player must use resource management to survive.

Check. You'll need to properly manage your Health, Action Points, Rations & Wealth in order to survive.

The game is focused on hack and slash-based gameplay, where the goal is to kill lots of monsters, and where other
peaceful options do not exist

Check. No Diplomacy, Bluff or other peaceful options can save your hide!

The game requires the player to explore the map and discover the purpose of unidentified items in a manner that resets
every playthrough.

In a sense. You do explore areas, but all Cards & Equipment are identified. But let's be harsh and don't check this item.

Berlin Interpretion Score: 6/8

Low-value factors from the Berlin Interpretation are:

The game is based on controlling only a single character throughout one playthrough.

I wonder if your unique summons count as extra characters? Nah. probably not. So Check.

Monsters have behavior that is similar to the player-character, such as the ability to pick up items and use them, or
cast spells.

Nope. Monsters are much less sophisticated than your character and have limited AI.

The game aimed to provide a tactical challenge that may require players to play through several times to learn the
appropriate tactics for survival.

Check. Additionally you'll have to play with a certain class or race multiple times to fully unlock its potential.

The game is presented using ASCII characters in a tile-based map.

You may be sad or happy to know that it's not.

The game involves exploring dungeons which are made up of rooms and interconnecting corridors. Some games may
have open areas or natural features, such as rivers, though these are considered against the Berlin Interpretation

Well I guess, our open fields, hills, mountain tops, and other exotic locales we adventure in goes against the Berlin
interpretation.

The game presents the status of the player and the game through numbers on the game's screen/interface.
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Yes, your character has attributes, experience & level.

Low-value Berlin Factors: 3/6

And the final verdict (according the Berlin definition of course) is that 9 out of the 14 Rogue-like elements are present
in Erannorth Reborn. I hope sincerely that this won't drive you or scare you away, and that you'd still give Erannorth a
go, even if Roguelite isn't your poison.

That's all folks! If you have any further questions I'll be happy to answer them for you.

See you in the discussion forums.. Outdoor Running Fixed- Patch 1.18:
We fixed an issue where sometimes Elena would not run outdoors. Thanks everyone who brought this to our attention!.
Steam Release:
What have I done?
Hello! First of all have I been busy, but I had some unluck days too, for some weeks ago did my computer crash (Hard
drive was to old) and that took some time to fix it, and then after that started I work with the game again, but yeah
then I got sick instead so I have lost some weeks because of this. But I’m not that guy that sit and relax because of that
�� The update for Early Access that coming to Steam is soon ready, got litle bit delayed but not to much.

Coming to Steam?
Yes the game is coming to Steam now in December ! Late December. I have been pushing me to release it with a Early
Access update 1.1.

Is there bugs / issues?
I am sorry to say, yes. But there is many bugs & issues I have been fixed, and fixed performance issues too. I am
working on the bugs everyday.

Do you work alone?
I am working alone.. Update Version 1.1.4 [Official]:
Hey there, all fishermen. Here is a new update v1.1.4.

This is another small update which fixes some of those issues you reported. We also did some optimization on all boats.

Changelog:

Fixed issue with crew not hauling line or net

Fixed drag on trawl doors on Lunar Bow and Hermes

Fixed net hauler on Vibeke Cathrin

Replaced wall clocks in boats

Some optimizations on all boats

Thanks for all your feedback and support. We wish you all great weekend :). The Gorge Event Extended & Hotfix:
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Hey Everybody,

As you may be aware The Gorge was scheduled to end next Monday on the 9th. We have decided to extend the event a
week to July 17th so that you can have the weekend to finish up your accomplishments, get those levels, and get ready
for The Gorge Tournament!

We will be posting details soon, but for a small teaser - We will be giving out Klei game codes and exclusive portrait
backgrounds, icons and more - so make sure you come back here on the 9th for details.

HOTFIX - 276457
Changes

The Gorge event extended.

Added new accomplishments for The Gorge.

Bug Fixes

Fixed bug causing some servers to fail to respond to connection requests.

Fixed crash caused by mods attempting to load missing assets.

Hotfix - 276644

Producing Syrup will no longer fail the Killing Spree achievement.

Fixed a rare crash sometimes when unloading a modded world.
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. Play Operation Bloodhound!:
It’s that magic time where spring prepares to give way to summer; a time for fun in the sun, vacations, friends, and of
course… a brand new operation for CSGO! New modes, campaigns, and bragging rights await you… welcome to
Operation Bloodhound.

SOMETHING FOR NOTHING
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